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Abstract. The papet investigates infinite words, and sets of them, associated with DOL and 
DTOL systems. &fain emphasis is on characterization and decidability results. 
1. Introduction 
Since the old work of Thue, [ 121, infinite words have been investigated in language 
theory. Apart from being o! jntercst in its own right, the theory of infinite words 
has often been able to shed light on some problems concerning ordinary finite 
words and languages of them. As regards infinite words associated to finite automata, 
the reader is referred to [4], and as regards those associated to context-free 
grammars, the reader is referred to [6]. 
Iterated morphisms (in other words: DOL systems) provide a very suitable 
:framework for studying certain problems dealing with infinite words, see [lo] and 
[Ill. This problem area is closely connected with problems concerning morphisms 
in general, [2]. For instance, the ordinary DOL sequence equivalence problem and 
the corresponding problem for infinite words are related, as seen in Section 3 below. 
The purpose of This paper is to begin a systematic st~;iy concerning infinite words 
associated to DOL and DTOL systems. It is believed that, apart from being a 
contribution to the theory of infinite words, such a study will also shed new light 
on DOL and DTOL systems. 
A brief outline of the contents of this paper follows. After the preliminary 
definitions, we discuss in Section 3 infinite words obtained by iterating a single 
morphism, i.e. o-words and w-languages associated to DOL systems. The ba.sic 
open problem is the decidability of the o-word equivalence problem; several 
reductions of this problem are presented. Section 4 deals with limit languages of 
DTOL systems. We present first a sufficient con.dition for a slystem to gencsate 
a unique w-word. It is shown that the limit language equivalence problem is 
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